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After graduating in 1986 from the Stedelijk Instituut voor Ballet, Antwerp, Heynderickx made 
an international career dancing for some of Europe’s renowned dance companies, 
performing in a wide spectrum of repertoire ranging from the classic’s to the most 
contemporary work. 
In 1998 he met Portuguese dance maverick Rui Horta and went on to dance in several of 
Horta’s creations, became Horta’s artistic assistant and restaged several of his works. In 
2000 he assisted Horta in the development of the multi-disciplinary residency centre O 
Espaço do Tempo. There Heynderickx took on the responsibilities as manager and 
international public relation officer. He equality assumed responsibility of the dissemination 
of Horta’s own choreographic work. 
Heynderickx was part of the development ECL COLINA; a project organized by six leading 
European Dance Organizations. With a budget of approx. one million euro this project was 
co-funded by a three year grant from the European Union program Culture 2000. As general 
coordinator of the project, he took charge of the artistic and organizational implementation 
of the project in all six partner structures as well as assuming the overview and control of 
the overall budget of the project. 
In 2004 he began to manage and disseminate the work of several artists that worked within 
contemporary dance and theater or the cross paths in between. To create a legal frame for 
these activities he founded the non-profit organization CAMPAI vzw, a trans-national 
production and management agency based in Brussels, Belgium. 
From August 2008 onwards Heynderickx was appointed CEO & Artistic Director of Carte 
Blanche, the Norwegian National Company for Contemporary Dance. He created a distinct 
artistic profile for the company and, during his six years at the helm of the company, 
managed to significantly increase the companies’ audience numbers as well its international 
touring and visibility. 
In August 2014 he accepted the invitation to become Curator and vice Ballet Director of the 
Hessisches Staatballett, a 28 dancers large contemporary ballet company that was newly 
founded that year as a collaboration between the State theaters of Wiesbaden and 
Darmstadt, Germany. Next to curating a yearly dance season, in which he invites national 
and international dance companies to perform in Wiesbaden and Darmstadt, he has 
developed a unique residence and co-production program for independent dance makers 
within the State Theater Structures. In addition, he initiated and co-directs the 
Tanzplattform Rhein Main, a collaboration with Künstlerhaus Mousonturm. The 
Tanzplattfrom Rhein Main  aims to strengthen the position of dance in the Region. The most 
visible project of the Tanzplattform Rhein Main is its festival, which in 2021 will have its sixt 
edition. 
At the beginning of 2020 he was appointed Ballet Director of the Hessisches Staatsballett, 
and since the start of the season 2020/2021 he directs the company. 
 
 


